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The R!"#$ IQ is comfortable because it relies on (%) similarity, (2) ease, 
and (3) predictability. In a complex interaction between unconscious 
patterns and conscious choices, human beings generally veer toward the 
similar, opting to remain in their closest comfort zone. These sources 
of comfort are well served through the R!"#$ IQ because looking to 
the past provides predictability, but it also enables us to thrive only in 
conditions identical to those in the past. For this reason, the R!"#$ 
IQ may work well for those who need to discharge routine tasks and 
responsibilities on a daily basis, but it is extremely ineffective for leaders 
who should be visionaries, creating a strategy for the unexpected and 
leading a culture of critical and innovative thinking.
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 Choosing between the R!"#$ IQ and T&! NEXT IQ is much like 
choosing between driving in cruise control mode and driving actively 
with full control of the vehicle. Cruise control is a popular feature, and 
car manufacturers consistently entice consumers with their “smarter” 
cruise control systems. Cruise control feels active because you have to 
get the car up to a particular speed before setting the cruise control. 
You also feel engaged because you have to continue to watch the road 
and be ready to brake in an emergency. That said, cruise control is less 
tiring than full control driving because it is easier (you can take your 
foot off the pedals to relax your leg muscles) and more predictable (the 
car’s speed stays consistent, and the car adjusts automatically for slight 
variations in incline and decline of the road).
 Cruise control sounds great, except that research from the Federal 
Highway Administration and the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration% demonstrates that cruise control is fine unless the 
road surface is wet, slippery, or rough and you are not driving at night 
or in medium to heavy traffic. Therefore, unless you are driving on a 
smooth dry road in daylight with little traffic, cruise control can actu-
ally be quite dangerous. Cruise control feels active, but it is an illusion 
of engagement that comforts us while making us vulnerable to a slow 
response in an emergency.
 The R!"#$ IQ is much like cruise control in that it is less tiring and 
feels more predictable; however, if the environmental factors are any-
thing but consistently ideal, the R!"#$ IQ can actually cause leaders 
and organizations to make dangerous decisions. Remember the Circuit 
City example in the Introduction? Circuit City’s R!"#$ IQ led its lead-
ers to rely on cost-cutting instead of perspective-expanding measures, 
which led to bankruptcy very quickly. When leaders are not actively 
driving, sudden changes such as an economic disruption or shift in con-
sumer purchasing patterns can lead to reactive decision making much 
like a person slamming on the brakes when she hits a patch of water 
while cruising.
 Enron’s collapse in 2002 was due to many complex, unethical, 
and even illegal machinations, but there is also a R!"#$ IQ element 
to Enron’s demise that Dennis Moberg, Wilkinson Professor of Man-
agement and Ethics at Santa Clara University, described in a forum at 
that school’s Markkula Center for Applied Ethics.2 Moberg discussed 
Jeffrey Skilling, the former president of Enron Corporation, who was 
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convicted in 2006 of multiple felony charges related to Enron’s finan-
cial collapse. He commented on how Skilling not only had an inflated 
perspective of his own expertise and capacity (Skilling: “I’ve never not 
been successful at business or work . . . ever!”), but he also eschewed 
questions or comments from any different perspective than the one he 
advanced (Skilling to a reporter: “The people who ask questions don’t 
understand the company.”). In his analysis of the collapse, Moberg also 
found that “[m]anagers at Enron’s divisions grew arrogant, thinking 
themselves invincible. We see this insular tendency of the company to 
seal itself off from forces on the outside. They had something called a 
rank-and-yank performance appraisal system . . . that took care of any-
one who might potentially disagree.”3 Moberg advocated for reforms 
that prevented individual leaders as well as organizational structures 
from settling into familiar and easy cronyism that repelled differences 
in perspectives and cognitive complexity. He closed his comments with 
this observation: “Jeffrey Skilling, Andrew Fastow [former CFO of 
Enron], and Kenneth Lay [former CEO and chairman of Enron] all 
live in the same gated community in Houston, which I think is a great 
metaphor for what happened at Enron.”4

 When you compare the strategies of inclusive intelligence demon-
strated by Starbucks (MyStarbucksIdea.com) and Netflix (competition 
for innovation) with the self-limiting intelligence models of Circuit City 
and Enron, you begin to see how the R!"#$ IQ allows leaders and orga-
nizations to cruise until circumstances suddenly change and require the 
leaders to drive actively again. The problem with cruise control is that 
when you get comfortable with cruising, you may not react in time to 
really drive when a change in circumstances requires you to do so, or 
you may overreact in unpredictable and potentially dangerous ways.
 Unlike the R!"#$ IQ, T&! NEXT IQ requires that you stay in active 
driving mode so that you can plan for shifts in the environment before 
you are shocked into doing so. Yes, active driving can take more effort 
and be more tiring than cruising, but you are far more likely to get to 
where you want to go without getting into accidents along the way. The 
examples I present in this book represent just the tip of the connection 
between T&! NEXT IQ and success.
 So, if leaders and organizations know that diversity in perspec-
tives, cognitive creativity, and deliberate change create more successful 
organizations, why don’t more leaders and organizations employ T&! 
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NEXT IQ instead of staying stuck in the R!"#$ IQ? The shift from the 
R!"#$ IQ to T&! NEXT IQ is a difficult one, not because people don’t 
want to or know how to make the transition, but because the R!"#$ IQ 
operates in a way that doesn’t allow you to realize that you are, in fact, 
stuck in it. Getting unstuck requires seeing beyond what is visible and 
actively seeking alternative perspectives that are different from yours 
even if you feel that everything is working just fine.
 Let’s explore the circular sticky logic of the R!"#$ IQ a little 
further.

WHO’S ON FIRST? (comedy routine performed by Abbott & 
Costello)

Abbott:  I say Who’s on first, What’s on second, I Don’t Know’s 
on third.

Costello: Are you the manager?
Abbott: Yes.
Costello: You gonna be the coach too?
Abbott: Yes.
Costello: And you don’t know the fellows’ names?
Abbott: Well I should.
Costello: Well then who’s on first?
Abbott: Yes.
Costello: I mean the fellow’s name.
Abbott: Who.
Costello: The guy on first.
Abbott: Who.
Costello: The first baseman.
Abbott: Who.
Costello: The guy playing . . .
Abbott: Who is on first!
Costello: I’m asking YOU who’s on first.
Abbott: That’s the man’s name.
Costello: That’s who’s name?
Abbott: Yes.
Costello: Well go ahead and tell me.
Abbott: That’s it.
Costello: That’s who?
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Abbott: Yes.
Costello: Look, you gotta first baseman?
Abbott: Certainly.
Costello: Who’s playing first?
Abbott: That’s right.
Costello:  When you pay off the first baseman every month, who 

gets the money?
Abbott: Every dollar of it.
Costello:  All I’m trying to find out is the fellow’s name on first 

base.
Abbott: Who.
Costello: The guy that gets . . .
Abbott: That’s it.
Costello: Who gets the money . . .
Abbott:  He does, every dollar. Sometimes his wife comes down 

and collects it.
Costello: Whose wife?
Abbott: Yes.

Without a doubt, the “Who’s on First?” bit is a classical and perenni-
ally funny comedy routine. The clever play on words aside, what we 
find funny about this dialog is that, as the audience, we see the two 
characters talking past each other and continuing to get increasingly 
frustrated. In this bit, the characters are frustrated not because they 
disagree but because they don’t understand why they are not being 
understood when, in their minds, they are being abundantly simple, 
clear, and insistent.
 The R!"#$ IQ is very much like this dialog. When we are using 
our R!"#$ IQ—the IQ that looks back to look ahead—we are using the 
right words and forming the right sentences, but there is a nuance to the 
meaning of the conversation that we are missing. There is a logic to the 
R!"#$ IQ that sticks us to the past and makes us sound illogical as we 
progress in the conversation because we don’t invite in additional per-
spectives that can suggest things like “maybe the man is named Who.” 
Instead, we assume that we are right and the other person is daft, so 
we continue to try and push through our perspective. Lest we relegate 
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this purely to the comedic realm, let’s examine the sticky illogic of the 
R!"#$ IQ in the context of women’s purses in Wimbledon.
 Until 2007, women’s championship purses for Wimbledon were 
set at a lesser amount than men’s championship purses. The amount of 
prize money has historically been and continues to be decided by the 
Wimbledon Committee of the All-England Club. For several decades, 
former Wimbledon champion Billie Jean King and other female ten-
nis players had been lobbying tirelessly for equal pay for women in 
this revered tournament. Venus Williams punctuated this long battle 
with an open letter in 2006 to the All-England Club published in The 
Times (of London) that directly chastised the continued pay inequi-
ties: “Wimbledon’s stance devalues the principle of meritocracy and 
diminishes the years of hard work that women on the tour have put into 
becoming professional tennis players.”5 Venus’s letter brought forth the 
endorsements of then Prime Minister Tony Blair and several promi-
nent members of Parliament. For several months after Williams’s letter 
was published, the back and forth on equal pay at Wimbledon went 
something like this:

For:  Men get paid more than women at Wimbledon!
Against:  Do women want to get paid the same as men?
For:  Of course they do!
Against:  So, why don’t they?
For:  Because it’s not up to them. The Wimbledon 

Committee decides.
Against:  So, they should just ask the Committee for more pay.
For:  They have asked. The Committee said no.
Against:  Why did they say no?
For:  They said it’s because women play less than men. 

Three sets versus five sets.
Against:  That makes sense. If you play less, you should get paid 

less.
For:  No. Women would play five sets if given the chance.
Against:  Well, why don’t they just play five sets?
For:  The Committee said no.
Against:  Because women can’t handle playing five sets?
For:  No, because a long time ago, a woman playing in a 

full-length dress and a corset fainted while playing.
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Against:  Why would a woman play in a full-length dress and a 
corset?

For:  Because the Committee said so.
Against:  Then, it makes sense that they would make women 

play less. It’s ridiculous to try and play five sets in a 
full-length dress and a corset.

For:  But women didn’t want to wear a full-length dress and 
a corset!

Against:  Did they tell the Committee that?
For:  Of course they did.
Against:  Looks like the Committee listened. Women wear what 

they want to now, right?
For:  Yes, but this is about pay, not what they wear!
Against:  So, why did you bring up what they wear?
For:  Because it had to do with how many sets women play.
Against:  Okay. So, how many sets do women want to play?
For:  Five!
Against:  But, why would they want to play five sets when they 

are only getting paid for three?6

 The R!"#$ IQ logic is difficult to combat because it requires any 
vision of the future to reflect the image of the past. That would be fine 
if we did not want to see change in our future. Reliance on the past 
to forecast the future usually brings you a future that looks a lot like 
the past. A conversation on change has to find its logic in imagination, 
not history. Similarly, a conversation on including what has historically 
been excluded or not fully included cannot logically line up with the 
past. While the R!"#$ IQ logic stubbornly sticks to the past, T&! NEXT 
IQ uses the past as an appropriate reference point and uses imagination 
to see and create something that does not yet exist.
 Tightly packed into the R!"#$ IQ are many dynamics that keep it 
stuck to the past. These dynamics favor similarities: bias, stereotypes, 
prejudices, discrimination, and privilege, preferring cognitive ease (it 
is easier to think in concrete terms of what has happened as opposed to 
imagining what could happen), and veering toward predictable results 
(repetition is more predictable than change). These powerful winds 
impact the conscious and unconscious directions of our lives, but they 
are neither inevitable nor untamable.
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 T&! NEXT IQ focuses on the active recognition and interaction 
with these dynamics to decrease their impact on the choices we make. 
Shifting from the R!"#$ IQ to T&! NEXT IQ requires us to become 
comfortable navigating these dynamics. We cannot actively solicit dif-
ferent perspectives to grow our intelligence until we know the winds 
that are impacting us. Shifting requires us to get out of cruise control.

T!" N!"# IQ I#$%&!'$: C!()'"* +
�! The R!"#$ IQ is comfortable because it relies on similarity, ease, 

and predictability.
�! The R!"#$ IQ is akin to driving a car on cruise control, a less tir-

ing and more predictable way of driving that works well only in 
ideal driving conditions. Thinking in “cruise control” results in 
intellectually risky processes just as cruise control driving results 
in greater risk of accidents.

�! Shifting from the R!"#$ IQ to T&! NEXT IQ is difficult because 
the former often operates in a way that doesn’t allow you to realize 
that you are stuck in it. The pull of similarity, ease, and predict-
ability is strong.

�! The R!"#$ IQ also is illogical if you try to apply it to change and 
innovation (see the Wimbledon example).

T!" N!"# IQ A,'%-#$: C!()'"* +
For a quick and fun reminder that there is always more to life than what 
immediately meets the eye, take a few seconds to study each of the pic-
tures below.
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�! Try to count how many legs the elephant has. Feeling a little 
frustrated? Your brain is trying to count the legs based on the 
elephant’s feet. If you cover up the feet, you can see the four legs 
clearly.

�! Look at the picture on the right carefully. Do you see a young 
woman or an old woman? Can you see both? (The young woman’s 
chin is the old woman’s nose. The young woman’s necklace is the 
old woman’s mouth.)7
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